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Abstract

We provide a detailed description of our approach ap-
plied to the Interaction track of Waymo Open Dataset Chal-
lenges. Our approach mainly consists of two proposals,
the dual interaction modeling and the parallel prediction
with MultiModal Transformer (mmTransformer) [6]. Our
approach achieves 0.0897 mAP and ranked 1st in the com-
petition.

1. Introduction
There are various types of traffic participants on the road,

such as pedestrians, vehicles, and cyclists. Interactive be-
haviors widely exist in traffic and pedestrian flows. There-
fore, predicting the interaction behavior of different traffic
participants is essential for autonomous driving.

However, forecasting the interactive behavior is chal-
lenging since the prediction should be socially acceptable
and multi-modal. For instance, road users are governed by
social norms, which are difficult to be formalized [4]. More-
over, interaction can occur between more than two road
users. In a case when one vehicle decelerates to avoid a
pedestrian, the vehicle behind the former vehicle will also
decelerate. This kind of multi-agent interaction makes in-
teraction prediction challenging.

To this end, we propose a dual interaction modeling
method based on the recent VectorNet [3] and Multi-Modal
Transformer (mmTransformer) [6], and develop a modal-
wise self-attention to tackle these interaction prediction
problems. Based on the generator of the mmTransformer,
we introduce the following two novelties:

1. We model weak interaction and strong interaction by
performing vectorizing analysis and modal-wise self-
attention respectively to make interactive behavior pre-
diction more computationally efficient and effective.

2. We design explicit modeling for scene-context
and interaction-context to enhance mmTransformer’s
multi-agent parallel prediction performance.

*Lan Feng and Qihang Zhang contribute equally to this work.

2. Related Work

Interactive Behaviour Prediction. Various frameworks
have been proposed to tackle the problem of interactive be-
haviour prediction such as game theory[7] and graph neural
network[8, 2]. Another branch of methods perform feature
aggregation among multiple agents. CNN is used in [9] to
capture local interactions between pedestrians. [1] use a
fully-connected layer to aggregate neighboring agents’ in-
formation. SocialGAN[4] use a pooling layer to share in-
formation across different agents. [5, 6] use self-attention or
Transformer-based architecture to enable information prop-
agation.
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Figure 1: The architecture of IP-MMT. Circles of differ-
ent colors represent all the proposals of each agent, and tri-
angles represent different proposals. Dual interaction in-
formation is modeled by VectorNet and modal-wise self-
attention.
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Vehicle Pedestrian Cyclist
model wi si minADE MR mAP minADE MR mAP minADE MR mAP

IP-MMT
X 1.30 0.56 0.12 0.92 0.60 0.05 1.43 0.75 0.03

X 1.29 0.55 0.13 0.92 0.60 0.05 1.41 0.74 0.03
X X 1.28 0.55 0.13 0.91 0.59 0.06 1.41 0.74 0.03

mmTransformer X X 1.29 0.55 0.13 0.92 0.60 0.05 1.41 0.74 0.03

Table 1: Joint metrics on the standard validation. All metrics are the average at 3s, 5s, 8s. wi stands for weak interaction.
si stands for strong interaction. All models employ 6 proposals.

3. Interaction Prediction By mmTransformer
In this work, we use mmTransformer [6] as our base

model. We group environmental observations into two
types: scene-context and interaction-context, and design an
explicit mechanism to process them. Our method is illus-
trated in Fig 1 and described in detail below.

3.1. Scene-Context

We regulate ego history and road graph observations
into each agent’s own coordination, wiping away their
global positional information to make parallel prediction.
The lost global positional information is further fused by
positional embedding in interaction-context modeling.

History Trajectory. We use the motion extractor in mm-
Transformer to process agents’ history trajectories. We de-
note the history trajectories of agents in global coordinates
as H = {hi ∈ RTobs×2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ Nvehicle}. Since the
heading angle and global position is redundant for agent’s
internal state’s understanding, we transform the trajectories
into agent’s ego coordinate system:

Hego = {Rihi + pi, hi ∈ H}, (1)

where Ri is the rotation matrix and pi is the displacement
vector of the each agent at current time point (the start of
the prediction interval).

The encoder inputs are history trajectories Hego. The de-
coder inputs are the trajectory proposals Y = {yi ∈ Rn :
1 ≤ i ≤ K}, representing K learnable positional embed-
dings with feature size n.
Local Road Graph. We use the map aggregator in mm-
Transformer to process road graph. For each agent, we de-
fine a receptive field O (A circle with radius of 20 meters
and a center 15 meters in front of the current point). Only
road segments with at least one dot appeared in the recep-
tive field O will be counted.

3.2. Interaction-Context Modeling

We find that the two agents designated by the Waymo
Challenge also have weak interaction with other agents.
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Figure 2: Illustration of strong and weak interaction.

Gao et al. [3] treat trajectories and road graph as vectors and
used graph neural network to model the correlation between
them. We considered VectorNet as a weak interaction mod-
eling method as it only contains history trajectory informa-
tion, while the future distribution of each agent’s trajectory,
such as proposal embedding in mmTransformer, contains
more information for interactive prediction. Therefore we
use VectorNet and modal-wise self-attention as the dual in-
teraction modeling method to better predict interactive be-
haviors. The illustration of strong and weak interaction is
shown in Table 3.

3.2.1 Weak Interaction-Context Modeling

To model weak interaction-context, we treat each agent’s
nearby trajectories Vi as a special type of road segment.
Then we concatenate Vi with the local road graph Gi and
encode them respectively with VectorNet’s subgraph encod-
ing module. The interactive contexts will be learnt by global
self-attention implicitly.

3.2.2 Strong Interaction-Context Modeling

The interaction track of Waymo Challenge requires joint
prediction of selected two road users. To better model the
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Figure 3: Three visualized cases show that IP-MMT gives consideration to multi-modality and interaction. Red dot lines are
ground truths for each track. Other dot lines are predicted tracks.

joint confidence score and coordinate prediction, we applied
modal-wise self-attention, which we defined as:

P ′a, P
′
b = modal-wise self-attention(Pa, Pb), (2)

where Pa, Pa are all K proposal features of selected two
agents, the detail of modal-wise self-attention is shown is
Fig 1.

3.2.3 Generation Head

After refining each agent’s proposals with scene-context
and interaction-context information, we design a MLP-
based generation head to predict the future trajectory. Es-
pecially, we use multiple heads to model the interaction
characteristics between different types of road users (e.g.
vehicle-pedestrian, vehicle-cyclist, vehicle-vehicle).

4. Implementation Details
For training, we use the same network depth settings as

mmTransformers.

5. Experiments
5.1. Main Results

In this section, we evaluate our method on Waymo open
datasets. The results of our approaches on interaction pre-
diction validation dataset are summarized in Table 1.

5.2. Results Analysis

The experimental results show that both strong and weak
interactions contribute to the improvement of the final mAP.
Besides, our proposed scene-context modeling also im-
proves model’s performance. Some qualitative results are
shown in Table 1. Some visualizations of predicted tracks
are shown in Fig 3
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